G2 recognizes Oracle Linux as a Leader in Operating Systems.

1. Increases IT agility and efficiency - reduces complexity

"G2 Recognizes Oracle Linux as a Leader in Operating Systems. Oracle Linux provides a 100% application binary compatible alternative to Red Hat Enterprise Linux and CentOS Linux and is supported across both hybrid and multicloud environments. See the top 4 reasons why customers love Oracle Linux!

1. Increases IT agility and efficiency - reduces complexity

"Oracle Linux is very simple to use because it doesn’t contain complex configuration and it is very flexible to use in various use cases plus cost is also good for long term."

G2 Reviewer, QA Cybersecurity Engineer, Civic & Social Organization

"It’s very user-friendly. Well managed and organized structure. Update, upgrades, and other software installations are very easy, reliable, and secure."

G2 Reviewer, Freelance Consultant, Transportation/Trucking/Railroad

"Its easy functionality in the interface and the ability to come with pre-configurations allows more time savings, which in this case is completely precious in the aspect of reducing downtime."

G2 Reviewer, Consultant, Management Consulting

User Satisfaction Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Doing Business With</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood to Recommend</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meets Requirements</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Increases IT security - reduces risk

"It’s easy to use and very stable as compare to other OS in market. It’s security features are also amazing and I found their support is one of the best."

G2 Reviewer, Unit Lead Databases, Financial Services

"It has good security, which lowers the cost and improves the performance of any system. It improves the scalability of the system. Using Linux security hacks can be avoided."

G2 Reviewer, Senior Software Developer, Computer Software

"Stability and reliability are the two main requirements for the services we provide. So far we are happy with Oracle Linux. This OS also provides virtualization features along with security hardening."

G2 Reviewer, EPC Team Leader, Telecommunications

"It delivers a secure and a high-performance environment. The benefits include virtualization, management, orchestration and automation. It is easy to use and learns."

G2 Reviewer, Senior Consultant, Automotive

3. Increases performance and reliability

"Oracle is the best Linux I have ever win and used and it is a lot better and a stable but for more than one securiy issue."

G2 Reviewer, Information Technology Team Lead, Computer Software

"High reliability and makes the machines perform more efficiently. The products in the stack are backed by a world-class product and service team."

G2 Reviewer, Director/CISO, Higher Education

"Since the OS is designed specifically for running a database instance and its services, everything is more streamlined, robust, reliable and the performance is as good as it gets."

G2 Reviewer, Director/CISO, Higher Education

4. Saves money - reduces infrastructure cost

"The best part of oracle linux is its support team which is far better than any other and it’s also free which is good because of future business plans."

G2 Reviewer, Senior Software Engineer, Computer Software

"Oracle Linux is very useful for long-term usage because of its pricing plan and it is very cost-effective as compared to other cloud VM providers."

G2 Reviewer, QA Cybersecurity Engineer, Civic & Social Organization

"Whether you are an SME or a large enterprise, using Oracle Linux has many advantages being affordable and scalable for a variety of environments."

G2 Reviewer, Director/CISO, Higher Education

Oracle Linux is free to download and distribute.

Learn More